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Still captured from We Will Not Be Silenced webinar at the University of Massachusetts Boston After Heike Schotten, Associate Professor at the University
of Massachusetts Boston (UMB), co-organized ...
On the Insidious Discourse of “Terrorism” in the US and How it Functions to Demonize Palestine Advocates and Muslims
Description Policing has long been used to reinforce racial and class hierarchies. 2020 stands as yet another inflection point in the discourse on pol ...
Policing, Race, and Power
Cooper said he stands by his comments, telling News 9 and News On 6 his message Thursday was a call to unity and raising the standard of civil discourse
... the truth to power and sometimes ...
‘Still Misogynistic’: Chaplain’s Message On Senator’s Sexual Innuendo Sparks Lawmaker Walkout
As Christianity swept the Western world, “swearing” became known as when you used a deity’s name to give your words more emphasis or power.
Nowadays, a “swear” word is synonymous with a ...
A discourse on cursing
George Soros and the Clinton Foundation were ... but in every country where online discourse takes place on platforms that are subject to American law.
This reckoning has all the makings of ...
Everything You’ve Heard About Section 230 Is Wrong
You probably haven't heard of Charles Hill — but his influence on the dire mistakes of U.S. foreign policy ran deep ...
What "politics" does to history: The saga of Henry Kissinger and George Shultz's right-hand man
In the midst of the murder trial of Derek Chauvin for the death of George Floyd ... partisan politics makes rational discourse elusive and reasonable
solutions impossible. Benjamin Franklin ...
Who will police the police? | Opinion
For months Jeanelle Austin has been carefully tending to the objects left in George Floyd Square and in the process asking: How do we chose what we
remember?
What Does It Mean to Build—And Preserve—a George Floyd Memorial?
Rep. Sheila Jackson Lee of Texas writes Liz Cheney, Mitt Romney and George W. Bush have her undying respect for the manner in which they have stood
steadfast in defense of the US Constitution and ...
I'm a proud progressive who thinks Liz Cheney, Mitt Romney and George W. Bush are true patriots
The conservative fantasy of the campus as a mythical space of open discourse and reasoned argument is defined ... the expansion of schooling actually
undercut the power of others.” Far from reducing ...
The New Politics of Higher Education
It first entered public discourse in the early 1990s ... A guest on Hannity offhandedly alluded to the theory during a segment on George Zimmerman’s
trial for the murder of Trayvon Martin ...
The GOP’s ‘Critical Race Theory’ Obsession
Conflict that is about ego and power isn't good. I think people are afraid of conflict going awry. But when there is a container for it, like a structured
conversation, conflict may be present but ...
Minneapolis consultant sees Living Room Conversations as a way to rebuild respectful discourse
The first book to address the long and significant history--and future--of Jesuit rhetoric as the core of a liberal arts education. This groundbreaking ...
Traditions of Eloquence: The Jesuits and Modern Rhetorical Studies
The killing of George Floyd by Minneapolis police Officer ... the courts and any number of institutions that contribute to public discourse. When public and
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political attention is focused in ...
Policing reform requires leadership, not violent rhetoric
In those days, every literary discourse was usually on William Shakespeare, Willian Wordsworth, Charles Dickens, George Orwell, Thomas Hardy and so
on and throwing up other ideas was inconceivable.
MY PROLONGED TRANCE OVER YINKA AND INNOCENT
the shock of George Floyd’s death and other instances of police brutality ignited a national debate about inequality. Topics like the racial wealth gap
became part of everyday discourse.
Fed Is Taking On a Racist Legacy in the Field of Economics
When those in power limit whose voices are heard or who can speak, a student’s intellectual growth is adversely affected. Does Gov. Ron DeSantis have
no shame? In June he called George Floyd’s ...
YouTube silencing voices like Gov. DeSantis is no answer | Letters
With Republicans out of power in the White House and Congress ... generally coarsening the discourse, never apologizing for anything and setting the
GOP’s agenda. Sounds like a recently retired ...
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